British Columbia Geographical Names Information Service (BCGNIS)

Status: Official
- A name that has been ADOPTED or REINSTATED by the BC Geographical Names program.
- All official names are included in the Gazetteer of British Columbia.
- All official names are labelled on the provincial base map (also called the GeoBC Atlas), and on suitably-scaled maps & charts published by Natural Resources Canada, Canadian Hydrographic Service and the National Atlas of Canada.

Status: Not Official
- Formerly-official names that have been RESCINDED by the BC Geographical Names program.
- A name that has been RECORDED and is included on our website for information or interest purposes; this category includes local names & variations, historic names, names for features that no longer exist, and names that might become official in the future.
- Not-Official (unofficial) names are not labelled on the provincial base maps, or on maps & charts published by Natural Resources Canada, Canadian Hydrographic Service or the National Atlas of Canada.
- Not-Official (unofficial) names often appear in special interest publications & maps, or are labelled on signs & markers, according to context and the publisher’s intended audience.

BRITISH COLUMBIA’S GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES DECISIONS ARE RECOGNIZED BY THE GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES BOARD OF CANADA. GNBC’S NATIONAL WEBSITE (the Canadian Geographical Names Search Service) DISTINGUISHES BETWEEN “OFFICIAL” AND “RESCINDED” NAMES; BRITISH COLUMBIA’S RECORDED NAMES ARE NOT REPUBLISHED ON THE NATIONAL WEBSITE.